Missense variants in hMLH1 identified in patients from the German HNPCC consortium and functional studies.
Missense mutations of the DNA mismatch repair gene MLH1 are found in a significant fraction of patients with Lynch syndrome (hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer, HNPCC) and their pathogenicity often remains unclear. We report here all 88 MLH1 missense variants identified in families from the German HNPCC consortium with clinical details of these patients/families. We investigated 23 MLH1 missense variants by two functional in vivo assays in yeast; seven map to the ATPase and 16 to the protein interaction domain. In the yeast-2-hybrid (Y2H) assay three variants in the ATPase and twelve variants in the interaction domain showed no or a reduced interaction with PMS2; seven showed a normal and one a significantly higher interaction. Using the Lys2A (14) reporter system to study the dominant negative mutator effect (DNE), 16 variants showed no or a low mutator effect, suggesting that these are nonfunctional, three were intermediate and four wild type in this assay. The DNE and Y2H results were concordant for all variants in the interaction domain, whereas slightly divergent results were obtained for variants in the ATPase domain. Analysis of the stability of the missense proteins in yeast and human embryonic kidney cells (293T) revealed a very low expression for seven of the variants in yeast and for nine in human cells. In total 15 variants were classified as deleterious, five were classified as variants of unclassified significance (VUS) and three were basically normal in the functional assays, P603R, K618R, Q689R, suggesting that these are neutral.